
Extended Care Registration 2022-22 

Extended Care Enrichment classes are offered to children already enrolled in a three-year-old or four-year-old class.  

This gives them a chance to extend their day from three hours to five hours.  Extended Care begins at 12pm and 

ends with pickup at 2pm.  Children receive enrichment instruction in the class(es) of their choice, eat lunch, and 

have playtime until the end of class. Extended care schedule:      

12:00 Children are taken by the lead teacher to their extended care class     
12:05-1:55 Children will have the lunch they brought from home, attend their enrichment class, and play on the 
playground/in the gym.       
2:00 Pickup time  
 

Cost per month (September-May) 
$65 for one day  
$95 for two days  
$125 for three days  
$155 for four days 
This cost for each day of class includes:  child care for 2 hours and the enrichment class 

 Monday’s enrichment class is Fun with Language and Exploration Station The first semester will concentrate on 

the Spanish language. Music, games, and other tools give children the opportunity to hear, practice, and see Spanish 

language for vocabulary and development. The second semester will involve math and science fun! Children will 

learn beginning STEM concepts through music, games, problem solving, puzzles and hands-on science experiments 

to learn about the world around us. We predict, observe, experiment and draw conclusions.  

 Tuesday’s enrichment class is Cooking Through Stories We’ll read a story, and then cooks up something yummy 

from the story!  Measurement, food, recipes, kitchen safety and fun are all a part of this curriculum.  We also 

encourage healthy foods and trying new foods.  Great pre-math skills!  

Wednesday's enrichment class is Tots n Tunes This class would incorporate music, rhythm, dance and movement 

with musical instruments to encourage self- confidence, individuality, and musical interpretation.    

Thursday’s enrichment class is World Explorers Let’s take a trip around the world as we learn songs, stories, and 

games from other countries.  We’ll explore the landforms and flags of the countries we “visit” as we learn about 

children all around the globe. 

Registration fees:  To register, fill out this form and return it, along with the REGISTRATION FEE, to the preschool 

office. Classes fill quickly, so don’t delay! 

Spanish & Science $10  

Cooking Through Stories $10 
Tots n Tunes $10 
World Explorers $10  
 
Child’s Name:________________________ 

Check the day(s) your child will attend:   

_____Monday   Spanish/Science     ______ Tuesday Cooking 

_____ Wednesday Tots n Tunes   ______Thursday World Explorer 


